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Abstract. In an earlier paper one of the authors initiated an investigation into the composition 
of dataiog program mappings in order to analyze serially executed dataiog queries. In this paper, 
the reverse process of composition, namely decomposition, and related topics are examined. A 
number of results are presented and shown to be useful for the optimization of dataiog queries. 
In particular, a canonical decomposition into (usually) smaller programs is given, as well as the 
decomposition of strongly linear programs and bounded programs into single-rule programs. The 
class of prime or nondecomposable programs is then introduced and scrutinized. Major results 
include the primaiky of a class of single-rule programs called symmetric, and the existence of 
arbitrarily large primes. Finally established are the decomposition of bounded programs into 
single-rule primes, and a condition for the uniqueness of decomposition into primes. 
ion 
Since its introduction about fifteen years ago [13], logic rogramming has been 
applied to a number of important activities? such as natural language processing 
[ 141, expelc ? ystems [5], plan formation and compiler writing [ 191, and Japan’s 
Fifth Generation Project. Recently, a special kind of logic program, called datalo 
received considerable attention from the database community [ 1,2] 
ability to define more expressive and user-friendly queries. For each 
am, the corresponding datalog-mapping query is the function which 
atabase to a specific least fixpoint containing it. Understandably, the 
complexity in evaluating a mapping is inherently affected by the comp!exity of the 
underlying program (e.g., the number of rules and the interactions among the rules, 
etc.). Thus smaller or simpler programs are nicer and im ore desirable computa- 
tions. Naturally, a major concern with datalog program 
the associated mappings efficiently [3]. 
efficiency issue considers evaluations of a 
of riilpc Qr2noplv m_issing is an ir?v&ig&E@r! on_ -- __I_ L---“D”J 
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into a sequence of serial y-executed nicer programs. The purpose of this paper is 
to remedy this deficiency, that is, to study the decomposition of datalog 
mappings and its related topics. 
For simplicity, our datalog programs are assumed to be 
without constant, function, equality and negation symbols. The semantics of the 
associated mapping is assumed to be in the uniform sense [17], i.e., the inputs 
include all possible atabases using the relation symbols occurring in the program. 
A similar study (with possibly different answers) would be of interest for 
logic programs and other rule-based systems, such as expert systems and kn 
b&se systems. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section I first reviews the necessary material 
pertaining to relational databases and datalog programs and m 
introduces the basic notion of decomposition of datalog program ma 
2 and 3 consider decompositions of programs into smaller programs. More 
specifically, Section 2 proves the existence of a canonical dec mposition for each 
program into (usually) allet programs. And Section 3 establishes the decomposa- 
bility of a subclass of Ii r programs into single-rule programs and the 
bility of bounded programs into single-rule programs. Besides being o 
concern, these results and the tools derived are useful for efficiently evaluating 
programs. Indeed, some undesired interactions among rules in a program zan be 
eliminated as a result of such decompositions. 
Section 4 exami the topic of prime programs, i.e., programs with only trivial 
decompositions. Su programs are of interest since they obviously are fundamental 
building blocks. A surprising example indicates that even single-rule programs may 
be nonprime. The major results are the primality of many single-rule programs, 
called “symmetric”, and the existence of arbitrarily large primes. Section 5 considers 
the decomposition of progralms into prime programs. It is shown that bo 
programs are decomposable into single-rule primes. A condition is given for the 
uniqueness of decompositions into primes. Concluding remarks are made in Section 
7. Finally, some more technical proof is presented in Appendix A. 
ies 
In this section we first review the formalisms of relational databases and the 
notions of datalog programs and mappings. We then present he concept of composi- 
tion of datalog mappings. Finally, we introduce the central notion oft 
tion, namely the decomposition of datalog pro,ram mappings. 
start with some fundamentals of relational databases. 
disjoint infinite sets, Dam,*, N, and rl”, of 
abstract elements, called GO (or domcain values), relation names, 
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subscript) the elements o e also assume that cy is a total function from N to 
e set of positive integers. For each is the arity of 
The above assu ost basic elements. e now use 
them to introduc tional database terminology. In particular, a 
fact is an express where R is a relation name and 
a nonempty finite 
a fact R(a,,..., ak) is said to be o8er 
is a finite set of facts over or each database 
with arity 2. Then 
is a database over 
We next present the notions of 
R}, where Ancestor and R are relation names 
scheme and {R( 1,2), R(2,3), Ancest 
Horn clauses, datalog programs, and , 
mappings. Such programs and mappings have been used widely in databases as 
q wvieg -- _ _-L . 
‘Zie usual definition in the literature of a Horn clause [15] is very general. 
Specifically, constants, equality and negation symbols are allowed and clauses 
without a “head” or “body” are permitted. For our purpose, the simplest definition 
is adopted here. Formally, a formula is an expression of the form R (v, , . . . , vat R ,), 
where R is a relation name and vl , . . . , tfa( R) are variables. A Horn clause is an 
expression of the form A& 9 l l & A,,, + H, where m 3 1, Al, . . . , A,,, and H are 
formulas, and each variable appearing in H appears in some A Horn clause is 
over a database scheme if each relation name occurring in th orn clause occurs 
in ornclauser=A,&-•&A,+H,A,&-•& and ig are called 
the body and the head, respectively, of r, and denoted B(r) and H(r), respectively. 
e sometimes write B(r) as (A,, . . . , A,} and r as B(r)+ H(r). As is usually 
done in the Lttrature, we shall also use the term “rule” as a synonym for “Horn 
clause”. 
To illustrate The above concepts, let Ancestor and R Fe relation names, each with 
arity 2. Then “R(x, y )” is a formula whereas “R( I,,)” is not. The expressions 
& Ancestor(y, z) + Ancestor( x, z)” and “R (x, y ) + R( y, x)” are 
Horn clauses. owever, the expressions “R(x, y) + R(x)“, “ + R(x, y)“, “R(x, X) + 
R(l, I)“, and “R(x, y) + R(x, z)” are n 
We are now ready to define datalog being a dialect of general 
logic programs. 
da talog program (over a atal ase scheme ) is a finik set of 
Clearly, if P is a datalog program o 
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For each datalog program. one can associate a mapping on all the databases of 
interest. Our purpose in this paper is to investigate the decomposition 
mappings. First though, some preliminary notions are needed before the d 
of such a mapping can be given. 
An assignment is a mapping from Y into Domoo. For each assignment T and 
formula R(x, , . . . , xk), let R(x,, . l l , xdj denote the fact R(r(x,), . . . , 7(x&. 
For each database scheme let Sp, denote the set of all databases over 
We are now able to define datalog mappings. 
is a database scheme and P is a datalog program over 
Let P’ be the mapping fromYD to YD defined (for each D in 9&j b 
VP, where D’={#(F)lthere exist A,&-+Ak+F in P and ass 
such that p(Ai) is in D for each i, 1 G is k). For each i 2 1, let Pi+* be the mapping 
from Sp, to 9$, defined (for each D in YD) by Pi+‘(D) = P’( P’(D)). Finally, let 
P” (called a databg mapping) be the mapping from Sp, to 9’,, defined (for each D 
in Sp,) by . 
P”(D)= fi P’(D). 
i=l 
Clearly, each Pi and P” are well defined and dom(P’(D)j = dom(P”(D)) = 
dom( D). 
TO illustrate the way a datalog mapping does its computation, consider the datalog 
program P={RC. J, y; &L R(y, Z) + R(x, z), R(x, y) + R(y, x)} and the database D = 
UVl, 2), N&3), R(3, /I= *Y Then P’(D) = Du (R( 11,3), R(2,4), R(2, I), R(3,2), 
R&3)}, P*(D)={R(i,j)ll~i,j~4 and (i,j)P(4,1)}, and P”(D)=P”( 
{R(i,j)llSi,jSij. 
For later usage, we now present he notion of logical implication ard equivalence. 
efinition 1.3. Let P and Q be datalog programs. Then P is said to logicaNy imply 
Q, written PI-Q, if D= P”(D) implies D=Q”(Dj for all D. If Pt-Q and QkP, 
then P and Q are said to be Logically equivalent (denoted P = Q). 
The condition of D = w(D) is sometimes referred to as “D satisfies P” or “D 
is a model of P” [17]. 
We now introduce the notion of the composition of datalog mappings. 
For all mappings h from A into 9 and g from c’ into with BE C, 
the mappin g g 0 h (called the composition of g and h) is the mapping from A to D 
defined by g 0 h(x) = g@(x)) for all x in A. 
Clearly, the composition operator 0 is associative. T theses are omitted 
ses. 
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The definition of composition is quite general. owever, we shall limit ourselves 
QO alog and related mappings over some database scheme 
4 C and D are e 
The composition operator is now used to define composition mappings. 
A composition of datalog mappings is Py 0 0 l .o Pt , where n 2 1 and 
datalog programs. 
Detailed motivations and an investigation on composition of datalog mappings 
can be found in [7]. 
Finally, we introduce our central notion of this study, namely, the decomposition 
of datalog program mappings. 
.6. A datalog mapping P” is decomposable if there are programs 
pr 9 . . . , P, such that 19” = Pro- - l 0 Py . In this case, P” (or P) is said to be 
decomposable into Py 0 9 9 l 0 Pr; or Pyo l l l 0 Pr is a decomposition of P” (or P). 
The decomposition is nontrivial if Py # P” for each i (1 d is n). 
Note that logically equivalent programs have the same decompositions, i.e., if 
P” = Q”, then each decomposition of P is a decomposition of Q. 
Decomposition is a useful method for minimizing the unwanted interactions 
among the ruks in a program in the evaluation process. Indeed, suppose P is a 
program and Py 0 l l D 0 P”, is a decomposition of P. In evaluating the decomposition, 
one only needs to consider the interactions among the rules in a component program 
9 in evaluating P, one has to consider the interactions among rules in 
a Pi with rules in a Pj as well. This method is especially beneficial when the programs 
in the decomposition are nicer in some sense, e.g., when the programs are smaller 
(in terms of rhe number of rules) than the original. It is thus essential to examine 
the decomposition of datalog program mappings and related topics. The purpose 
of this paper is to present such an investigation. 
ositio 
In this section we present a result on a canonical decomposition (into “strongly 
connected components”). Although int itively recognized earlier, the res 
here with a formal proof in order to serve as a st ing point and to make t 
complete. We shall consider decomposing ‘“str 
We start with the concept of “depend on” to abstract a syntactical relatio 
ed to state the 
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For all rules rl and r2, write rl t r2 if the relation name occurring in 
rules rl and r2 in a program P, rl is said to nepen i=z (wit 
respect o P), denoted rl )’ r2, if either r1 > r2 5 or there is a rule r in P such that 
rl >% and r >‘r,. 
Thus, a rule rl de s on a rule r2 with respect o a program if the eval 
of r2 may eventually “trigger” computations using rl . 
Consider the program P = {r,, rl , r2, r3}, where r. = &(x, y ) & R2(y, 2, y ) + 
Rob, z), r1 = Rob, y) & MY, 2) * 4(x, z), r2 = Rob, Y) 8~ R~(Y, x, Y) + R,(Y, x), 
and r3= My, x) & &(x, x, z) + Ro(x, y). men ro> rl, rl > r~, r1 1 r3, r3 y c 9 
o present he major result of the section, we also need the following 
concept of “nonredundancy”. Intuitively, a program is nonredundant if no rule or 
formula can be removed from the program. 
ition 2.3. A program P is called nonredundant if (a) P + (P - { r}) for each r 
and (b) for each k32, r=A&==&Ak+H in P and i (lsisk), 
Pf(Pu{r,)-{r}j,where ro=A,&-.~&A,_l&A,+,&~~~&Ak~ 
We are now ready for the result on the existence of a “canonical decomposition” 
into (usually) smaller programs. 
For each nonempty program P, there exists an effectively co 
partition’ P, , . . . . P,,,ofPsuch that Pw=P”,o~~=~P~ andforeach i (Hism), 
all distinct rules in Pi depend on each other. Furthermore, the decomposition is nontrivial 
if 13 is nonredundant and has distinct rules r’ and r2 such that I ’ >c p r2. 
Consider the first part. For each rule r in P, let (3r denote the set {r} u {r’ 
r > ’ r’ and r’ )’ r}. Obviously, QrO = Qr for each r’ in Qp. For all r 
we write Qr r Qre if there are rl in Qr and ri in Qrl such that r, > ri . 
and Qrf > Qr implies that Qr = Qrl. (1) 
[Indeed, suppose 
cases arise. 
) Qr. Since Qr ) QrV, there exist rl in Qr and ri 
= rl or r >’ rl . In either case, r >’ ri . Similarly, 
sym’ idry, r’ > ’ r. t3nc~ r’ is in Q,., so 
(9). Since P is no 
’ A parlition of a set U is collection ?Z of airwise disjoint nonempty sets such that u3 I* x S = u. IS’I 
this paper, we sometimes write a partition as a sequence. 
nite set S, #(S) denotes the er of elemmts in S. 
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(a) m = 1. Then all istinct rules in P depend on each other. T us p, = p is the 
desired partition. 
are defined for an integer k (I c k < m). Let Pk+i in 9 
P, it follows from (1) that eith 
ri)crj for all i andj (l<i<jcm) and rules r: in Pi and rJ i 
(2) 
[Suppose that (2) is false, that is, U: > ri for some r: in Pi and rl, in PJ such that 
1 s i <j G m. Then Pi s Pi. However, this contradicts the definition of P, , . . . , P,,l. J 
L complete the proof of the first part, it is enough to show that 
P”=P”,o* l l op;“. (3) 
We establish the equation for the case for m = 2, the general case being similar. Let 
\ be the set of relation names which occur in B(r) for some rule r in P, , and 
the set of relation names which ozur in H(r) for some rule r in P2. (The superscript 
“i” stands for input, and “0” for output.) By (2), 
By Ther\rcsm 2.1 in ’ [7] and the fact that P’;’ 0 Py = ces to show that for 
cachj (lsjc2), 
pj”opyo P;;‘=Ppq;LI. (5) 
To this end, let j (16 j G 2) be fixed. If j = 2, then (5) holds by idempotency (i.e., 
for all programs PO, P,” 0 P,” = P,” [6]). Suppose j = 1. Let D be a database. It can 
easily be shown [6] that there exists an integer 2 such that Py( Py 0 PP( D)) = 
)). By induction, it is enough to verify that 
P;( P; 0 P;(D)) = Py 0 Pp( D). (6) 
Clearly, Pt (PF 0 ;“(D)) 2 Py 0 P;“(D). For the me containment, ilet f Se a fact 
in P:( Py 0 Py( D)). Suppose f is not in 3: 
7=- and a rule r in PI ch that T@(r)) c_ Py 0 Pp( 
arbitrary formula i 
ence, r(A) is in Py( 
3 The result says Py 0 ;” for each i (1s Pal?). 
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For the second part, suppo< CP P is nonredundant and has distinct rules r’ and r2 
such that I=* Y” v2. 
and r2 is not in Qrl. (7) 
Pm as construe e first part. Let i (Wi~m) 
be fixed. By (7), m 2 2 and Pi # I? Since PI, . . . , P, form a partition of P, it follows 
that Pi is properly contained in P Since P is nonredundant, rt is easily seen that 
Pi I+ P, and SO Py # PO. Hence the dec nnposition P& 0 9 - - 0 P$ of P is nontrivial, 
and the proof is complete. 0 
For the program P given before the theorem, let P, = { r2}, P2 = {r,, I,}, and 
P3 = { r3}. Then P$ 0 3; 0 Py is a decomposition of P as constructed in the proof of 
Theorem 2.4. 
As mentioned earlier, it is desirable to obtain decompositions where t 
programs are smaller than the original program. However, decomposition by itself 
does not imply decomposition into smaller programs. That is, some component 
programs may have more rules than the original. Consider the program P = (r, , r2}, 
where 
rl= Rdx, Y) & NY, z)+ &ix, 2) 
r2 = R(x, y) & R,(y, z)+ Mx, zj- 
Let P, = {r,} and P, = ( rz, r, , Q}, where 
r3= R(x,Y) & Rdy, YI) & Ny,, z)+ W, z) 
and 
r4= R,(x,Y,) $c R(jtl, yj & R(y, zj+ R,(x, zj. 
en it can be shown (proof omitted) that P” = Pr 0 Py , P# rl and P, bL r2. Hence 
PibLP for each i (1 i d s 2). Thus the decomposition is nontrivial. Clearly, P2 is 
nonredundant and contains more rules than P 
Theorem 2.4 considered the decomposition of programs into smaller programs. 
However, the component programs in the decomposition as provided in the theorem 
can still be multi-rule programs. For the purpose of optimization, it is certainly 
esirable to decompose programs into single-1 Ale ones. However, i; can be shown 
ti~at not aalL iJpoglams are decomposable into single-rule programs (see the last 
is se&~n is devn Vted to conditions for when such a 
we consider the 
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Our first major result in this section states that each “strongly linear” program P 
is decomposable into at most 2#( P) single-rule programs. This is accomplished by 
borrowing some terminology from automatic theorem proving, defining a formalism 
to describe the computation process using rules, and establishing an auxiliary result. 
We now introduce the notion of strongly linear4 programs. 
efinition 3.1. A rule r in a program P is terminal if r does not depend on itself; 
and nonterminal otherwise. A relation name is recursive in a program P if it occurs 
in the head of a nonterminal rule in I? 
efiaitioa 3.2. A program P is linear if, for each nonterminal rule r in P” there is 
at most one recursive relation name occurring in B(r). A program P is strongly 
linear if it is linear and, for each nonterminal rule r in I?, there is exactly one 
nonterminal rule r’ in P such that r ) r’. 
Linear programs are believed to cover most real-life programs, and have been 
&udied by a number of authors [3,18-j. 
xample 3.3. Consider the program P = {r,, r, , r2 , r3}, where 
ro = R,(x, v) & R2(Y, 2, Y) + Rok 4, 
rl = Rob, Y) & WY, z) + RAx, z), 
r2 = Rob, Y J & R2(Y, x, Y) + R,(Y, x)3 
r3 = R5(y, x) & R6(x, x, z) + R,(x, y). 
Then the rult r3 is terminal, whereas the rule r. is not. The program P is strongly 
linear, but P w { R(,(x, y) & Rb( y, x, z) + R, (x, z)} is not. 
In or-&; eo prove the first major resuit of the section, an auxiliary result, Lemma 
3.11, is needed. Z;lituitively, this lemma shows that each strongly linear program in 
the form of a “depend-on loop” is decomposable into single-rule programs. (An 
illustration is provided after the lemma.) For the proof of this lemma (and later 
proofs), st veral concepts are now introduced. We first present the notion of 
“recursive’*. 
efinition 3.4. A program P is called recursiue if it contains a nonterminal rule, 
and nonrecursive otherwise. 
We next borrow some terminology from automatic theorem proving. 
nitio A formda sequence is a~ expression oft 
m a 1 and each /Ii is a formula. 
We shall not distinguish between a formula seque ce of length one and the 
formula in the sequence. 
a Our notion of strongly linear should not be confused with that used in [ 1 I :_ 
It is known eke is a most genera ea for every two unifia la 
efinitioa 3.8. Su se $ is a fact and D is 
‘v3fim is called 3 
at3base. 
23 1, (ii) for each i (1 G i 
w (q(W(r,))i 1 SjC i}, 3 
) ilflE f is in D or there is a q-derivation for f from 
otion of derivation, consi the composition ma 
1,4), and database I) = ( 9 3, he, 3, w-l, 
a, d, r2 = &(x, v) 2(y, d + W, 21, 6 = b-J and 
P2 = { r2}. Then (rl , q ), (r2, TV) is a q-derivation for f from 0, where q(x) = 1, 
q(y) = 2, q(z) = 3, r2(x) = 18, r?(y) = 3, and ~~(2) =4. 
lowing results to 
ecotttposirion of da~ulo~ program ~t~~~~n 
eat 
ne- to-one asslt 
re nonterminal in 
more formulas 
for d Z j, an 
Suppose IJ*Z: Bj = { I,***, A,}. Let p be an m 
&AK& 4,. . . 9 Ad 
and 
W,(x,h l * l 7 &,G3,4,. 
ot present in (11) a 
relation names are equal. Clearly, we 
ifi $5,. 0 s ) q_, ‘ 
proof, 0 and 0 denote addition and 
II use the expression x’ to denote a se 
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Clearly r is well defined. By Lemma 3.10, it is easily seen that Q + Q,. For each 
i(O~i<Z),letQi={ri}andq=Q;U~**~~Q~,~Q~~Q~~~~~~Q~1.Qbserve 
consists of 2#(Q) programs and exactly one of them. na 
us it suffices to prove that q = Q”. Far each i (OS i < I), 
(0s i s IL By Property 3.9, it follows tha 
complete the proof, it suffices to show that 
) for each databasp 
In the rest of the proof, we call a Q”-derivation (t, , T,), . . . , ( tn, 7,) 
database D c~~o~I~‘cQ~ if ri( (tj_,))} and Ti(B( ti)) g D for each 
i (1~ is n). Before establis rify two claims. 
(1) For each database D and fact J each shortest Q”-derivation for f fr 
canonical. 
(2) For each database D and canonical Q”-derivation (r,-, , q-,), . . . , (r,,, a,,), 
th is an assignment m such that a( B(r)) E D and a(N( r)) = a,-,( 
atabase, f a fact, and 







T#VO cases arise. 
i>l such that 
Assume this i is the largest such integer. Suppose t, is rj. By (lo), RjBr i3 the only 
relation name occurrin in B(P$ for which the program Q derives new facts. Since 
(14) is a Q”-derivation, it follows that Ti(Bi) C_ D. Two subcases arise. 
(a) 7i(Rj@t(~)) is in D. Then (ti, T,), . . . , (t,, q,) is a shorter Q”-derivati 
f than (14), a contradiction. 
(p) There exists an integer j, < i - 1 such that Ti(R&r(Yjer)) = Til(H( tj,)). T 
Ctl, 71)~ l l l 3 (tj~, Tjla, Cti, Ti), l l l 9 (b,, 7,) 
is a shorter Q”‘-derivation for f than (I4), a contradiction. 
sts a . teger i > 1 such that Ti(B( ti)) E D. ASS me this i is the 
eger. (ti, 7i), - = * 3 (tn, m) is a shorter Q”-der 
n (14), a contradiction. In both cases, a contradiction is reached. Thus, (14) 
(IS) 
derivation is canonical, 
I-1 are t 
(IN 
es for which the program derives 
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for each i. 0 6 i < 1. Let a be the assignment defined (for each variable x occurring 
a(x) = a,(x), wher integer such t 
(I@, foreach i (I&<[), 
i(E))* That is, Q! is a unifier 
ce I_L is an mgu for these two formula se ences, there exists 
that a 0 p = &Y. Clearly, o(H( 
E by (15) and (17). 
Therefore, claim (2) is verified. 
Finally, consider (13). Let D be a database, f a fact in Q”( L?), and 
a shortest Q”- rivation for j: By claim (l), ( 18) is canonical. Suppose t, is rk. 
(9), it follows t ti = rkykoiol for each i. Two cases arise. 
(y) r. occurs at most once in the Q”-derivation. It is easily seen that (18) is a 
q-derivation, and so f is in q(D). 
(6) r. occurs at least twice in the derivation. Suppose j, = min{jl ti = ro}. Then 
integers k, and kz such that n -j. = k, l+ k2. Consider the derivation 
where each Ui is the assignment constructed in claim (2) for the Q”-derivation 
Recall that ti - Pkai@i for each i. Thus (19) first uses a rule from Qk, a rule from 
Q kGlv==*, a rule from Qo, the rule from Q, k, times, a rule from Q,_, , . . . , and 
finally a rule from QkOFIOt. Hence, this corresponds to a q-derivation, i.e., f is in 
q(D). In both cases, f is in q(D). at is, P”(D) E q(D), and the proof of the 
lemma is complete. 5 
The technique used in Lemma 3 1 does not generalize to arbitrary linear 
because of the existence of multi 
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now able to present our result on the decomposition of strongly linear 
into single- le programs. Specifically, we have t 
, 
ly linear program P is cfively dec 5-l 
single-rule program, then let qi = 
table decomposition qi o 
the number of recur+- --e vL yIbgrams is bounded by the number of maximal c!usters 
in I? 
(continued). For the program P, the decomposition as constructed in 
of of Theorem 3.12 is QT 0 Q;” 0 Qy 0 Qt 0 Qp c Q‘f , where Q3 = (r3), Q4 = (r2}, 
and QO, Q1 and Q2 are as given after the proof of Lemma 3.11. 
It can be shown that strongly linear is not a necessary condition for decomposabil- 
ity into single-rule programs. ore specifically, there is a linear (but not strongly 
linear) program which is decomposable into single-rule programs (see Example 
3.3). However, it is still open whether each linear program is decomposable into 
d major result of the section, namely, the decomposition 
single-rule programs. The main result says that each 
is decomposable i to single-rule programs. We shall return to 
improved result. 
is said to be bounded if there is a positive integer n 
boundedness i  in ter 
talog program mappirzgs 
decision proble n general, such programs are preferre 
ecursive program is bounded, and an 
co = P” is effectively computable. 
is a nonrecursive program. Let m = #( 
olds for m = 1. [If a fact f is computed usin 
p” = Qz Q . . . o Q; CW 
and for each i, 1~ is n, all distinct rules in Qj depend on each other. Since 
nonrecursive, no rul . ends on itself. Thus, each is a singleton set. 
= ?2. Clearly, eat ecursive. Let i (I S i S m) fixed and D an a 
database. It is easil Q:(D) = Q:(D). Therefore, 
Q;=Qi’. (21) 
Then 
P”(D) = Qfz 0. l -0 Q;(D), by (20) and the fact that m = n 
=,a~=- Q:(D), by (21) 
cP"(D), since QicP foreach i (lsism) 
c P”(D). 
Consequentlv, P” = m as was desired. 
We now present he second major result of the section. 
Each bounded program P is decomposable into single-rule programs. 
‘if an integer n such that P” = P” is effectively computable, then 
effectively decomposable in to single-rule programs. 
of. Let P={r ,,.. ., bounded progra l Then there exis 
sitive integer n such t = (ri} for each i (14 is m). Clearly, 
f*:) 
for each database D. us, for each database 
c (P; 0 l 9 l 0 P!,,)“(D), by repeated use of (*) 
c 
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erefore, P” = (Py 0 - l l 0 P”,)“. Finally, it is easily observed that the above 
decomposition is effectively obtained if n is. 
An alternative p oof &ZI the above result is to use 
n or less as the rules i the single-rule p 
increase the size of the programs. 
e converse of the above theore 
decomposable into s~ug~e-rule progr 
=Mx, .YI+ 
and 
Thus, R(l, 2”*l+ 1) is not 
Combining Example 3.14 and Theorem 3.15, we obtain the following. 
Each nonrecursive program is ctirely deco osable in to single-&c 
We now provide another consequence of Theorem 3.15, this one on “single-body” 
rograms. 
7. program is called single-body if each rule in it as eaactly one 
formula in its body. 
programs. 
. Each single-body program is eflectively decomposable into single-rule 
be a single-body rogram. Then for each datclbase “(D)= 
,), where the union ranges over all subsets containing exactiy 0 
, Theorem 2]‘, P is bounded, and an i eger n such that 
exacti) E facts. 
bat a program Q is boun e$ iff there is an integer I such that Q”( D* P = U Q”( DF) 
* with at least I facts, where the union ranges over all subsets 13; of * Tontaining 
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eff ectwely corn 
heorem 3.15. Cl 
is effectively decomposable into single-rule progr 
e the section, we apply Corollary 3.18 to a single-body linear program 
which is not stron 
= (r, , r2}, where 
Then P is single-body and linear, but not strongly linear. By Corollary 3-t 8, 
decomposable i le-nile programs. I 
of Theorem 3.15 (P$ 0 PfJ)‘, where 
In this section the notion of “prime programs” is introduced and examined. The 
major results are: many (but not all) single-rule programs are prime; and arbitrarily 
large primes exist. 
the notion of “prime”. Intuitively, a program is “prime” if it cannot 
be decomposed nontrivially. Formally, we have the following. 
A program is prime if each of its decompositions is trivial. That is, 
is prime if, for each decomposition Pp 0 l l l 0 Pz?, there is an integer 
i such that Py = P”. 
Prime gtQgr3rns are of interest since they obviously are fundamenta 
blocks. If a program is prime, then the rules are tightly related to each other. In 
this case, there is no way to apply the decomposition method to optimize it. On the 
other hand, if a program is not prime, then it is possible to achieve such optimization. 
Hence, it is useful to tell whether a program is prime. UnfortuLlately, neither a 
chG:acterizarion nor a decision procedure has been obtained yet. The remainder of 
this section presents the results of our initial investigation. Examples of prime 
rams will be given later. 
e NW attack the problem of when a program is 
class of simple ones, namely, the single-rule programs. 
that many of Lese, called “symmetric” 
demonstrating the surprising fact that SQ 
. Consider the single-, ::!e program 
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Intuitively, P computes the reachability of an ancestor to a desce dant through a 
looping node. To see that P is not prime, we shall construct wo prog 
ability of an ancestor to 
Formally, let 
iL;y of a parent to a descendant 
and 
t can be shown t YoPyand PitcPforeach i( 
nontrivial decomposition, and is thus not prime. 
has a 
0 present our first major res 
needed. 
e section, some preliminary symbolism is 
For each rule r = R(r) + , . . . , yn)* one-to-one assign t r, and 
factf=R(c,,..., c,) in P”(r(B(r))) (r)) (where P= {I*}), let ql (or r,- if no 
confusion arises) enote the rule B(r) + R(F’(c,), . . . , T-‘(c,)). 
The rule fined. Indeed, each constant ci occurs in r( B(r)) since 
domW(~( us r-‘(ci) is defined and occurs in B(r). 
It is clear that rt-r,. owezr, we shall see the converse does not hold in general. 
A program is of the form {r}, and there 
is a one-to-one assignment Tsuch that rL7 = rforeachfactf in P”(T(B(r)))+ 
It can easily be shown that the transitive closure program P = {r} = 
NY, zb Nx, ZH l IS s Y mmetric. (Note that for each one-to-one assign- 
B(r))) - T( B( r))) = 1. An example of a symmetric program where 
es not hold is given in Example 4.6.) So are all programs of the 
Of 
relation names, and the xi are distinct vari- 
any symmetric programs us’ just one 
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metric program is prime. 
symmetric program. Then there exist a 
={r} and 
= r- rf (22) 
pI”o-b.0 Z,b(B(r))) f M(r))* (23) 
Let i=max{iIlGi~m and P~o=..Q 
IBy the definition of i, Py 0 l l .o PX( 
a fact f in P’( 7(B(r))) - 7( B( r)). Clearly, 
(rtB(r)))-7(8(r))= P”(T(B(r)))-r(B(r 
Since P is symmetric, q = r. By the 
PY(T(B(~)))-r@(q))= PY(r(B(r)))-r(B(r)). Hence, f (=r(N(rf))) is in 
Py( T( B( q ))) - T( B( rr )). By Lemma 3.10, Pi I- q. Thus Pi I- r, that is, Pi I-- I? Obviously 
PI- Pi, whence P= Pi. Thus, Py 0 l l 9 0 P”, is a trivial decomposition of P. Therefore, 
P is prime. Cl 
As mentioned earlier, there are infinitely many symmetric programs, and t 
prime prograns by this theorem, using just one binary relation name. l[n the next 
section (see Theorem 5.3), we shall use this theorem to sharpen our result on 
bounded programs as given in Theorem 3.15. With the help of Theorem 4.5, we 
t an example showing that for each positive integer k 2 2, there is a 
single-rule program which is nontrivially decomposable into k primes. 
p& be k 3 2 distinct prime numbers and {x) 11 -S i S k, 1 s j s 
pi} a set of CF=, pi variables. Consider the program 
P={R,(xi ,..., x:, ,,..., x: ,..., xi,) 
4(-)(x: ,...) x;,,xx: ,..., x,k, . l . ) x;k 9 x:>>. 
For each i (1 s is k), let 
Pj=(R,(x: ,..., x; ,,..., x: ,..., A;,) 
fx’ 1 i i k 4 01 I,***,~p,,.**,~z,*~.,~p,, x; ,..., x I,...) 
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To this end, it is enough to show that for each prime number p, Q = {r) = 
(R( x0, . . ..~~_~)+R(x~..a., x~_~, x,i) is symmetric. Let T be the one-to-one 
assignment defined bv 7(xi) = i for each i (0~ i <p), and arbitrary on other 
variables. Then Qw~8~B(r)))={R(j,...,p,-l,0,....,j-1)~O~j~~}. Th 
Q”(7(s(r)b)-7(B(r))=IR(j,...,p- +W=p). For each f= 
ket&=R(1,..., p - 1,O). ‘IXen 6 is generated by nd has exactly g elements. 
By elementary group theory [lo], each element which is not the identity 
permutation is a generator. Let f be a fixed fact in Q” ( r( B( r))) - T( B( r)). Let 
Q, = {q). Since f0 (=?(H(r))) is in Q”WJ(r)))-r( (r)) and q is not the identity 
permutation, there exists an integer 9 such that n,i = =v&. For each m ( 1 G m s I), let 
T,, be the assignment defined by rW(xi) = $ (i) for each i in (0, . . . , p - 1). Clearly, 
(pit 7), (r,, C), * l * 9 (r,, q) is a Q-derivation for the c% J& By Lemma 3.10, pl + p. 
Since the reverse im~~~c~t~on obviously holds, % = q_ 
Although the converse of Theorem 4.5 (for single-ru e programs) remains open, 
it seems very likely to be true. 
Conjecture 4.7. A single-rule program is prime iff it is symmetric. 
By Theorem 4.5, it s of interest to know when a program is symmetric. By 
definition, a single-rule program P = (r) is symmetric if there is a one-to-one 
assignment 7 such tha% .rp r for each f in P”( T( B( r))) - T( I?( r)). Thus, to chec 
whether a sing e-rule program is sy metric, it would appear t a% an exhaustive 
examination of all one-%o-one assignmen%s is needed. Happily, this is not the case. 
Indeed, as is shown by Proposition 4.9, a single-rule program is symmetric iti the 
condikion holds for an arbitrary one-to-one assignment. 
Leaatrata 4.8. Let P be a program, 63 a finite set of formulq and r and a one-to-one 
axigpatnestts. The83 t 0 (Y -4 (P”( a( B))) = P”( 7( B)), alternatiuely, cP(P”(a( B))) = 
f-l{ P’“(7f B))). 
Since 2- is a one-%o-one assignment, T 0 cu-‘( P”(LY( B))) = 
- i(Pw(ff(B)))= 1)). Thus it suffices to verify the former. To this end, 
it is enough to show %ha% 
TO aqP”(a(B)))c PW(T(B)). (24) 
[Indeed, by exchanging a and T in (24) we obtain cy 0 r-I ’ P”( r(B))) E P”(Q (B)). 
Then P”( a( B)) E 7 9 a-‘( P”( Q (B))) since T and LY are one-as-one assignments. 
Combining this with (2 ) we obtain tlhs desired equation.] 
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Consider (24). Su ose f is a fact in VCP( 
factfi in P”(u( B)) such thatf = v cy -‘(fi). Thus ~-l(f) = cy-‘(fi). We shsl! shsw 
that 
f (25) 
Iff, is in a(B), thenf= 9-0 CU-“(~~) is in T( >), i.e., (25) ho 
. Therefore, there exists a 
and 
r,))C a(B)U{aj( (rjJ)[ 1 <jc i) 
for each i (1 
(rl,rocy-‘Q~,),***,(I;,,, TO c&-l 0 a,,). 
to both sides of (271, we obtain 
70CY-1*LYj(B(~;))C_~(B)U{70(Y-10(Yj(H(~~))[l~j<i}. 
26) and the fact that r-‘(f)=d(fl), ~ocY-‘~(Y,,(M(~,,))=~~(Y-‘(~,)= 
T 0 T-‘(f) =f: Thus, (28) is a P-derivation for f from 7(B), i.e., (25) holds. El 
A prcgram P = (r) is symmetric ifl, for each one-to-one assignment 
T, rlT= rfor each fact f in P”(T(B(r)))-+B(r)). . 
roof. The “if” direction is obvious. Consider the “only if”. It suffices to s 
that for all one-to-one assignments 7 and cy, 
rcT= r for each fact-fin P”(7(Ub)))-T(B(r)) . (29 
rf,,(> = r for each fact f, in P”(a!(B(r)))- cu( B(r)). 
By symmetriy, it suffices to show that (29) implies (30). To this end, i 
establish that, for each fact f, in P”‘( a,( B( r))) - a( B( r)), there exi 
P”( .p( B( r) )) - r( B( r)) such that qr = rCn. 
Suppose fi is in P”(a( B(r))) - (x( B( r)). Let j= 7 0 a-‘( f,). Clearly, 
Of) = Ofi) 
since 7 is one-to-one. Furthermore, f is in r 0 cr -‘Q 
[Indeed, assume f in r( B( r)). Then 
a(~-l(f)) is in n( 
a( B(r)), i.e., (32) is verified.] Combinin 
we see that q7 = q,,_ . El 
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By Lemma 3.10 and Pro sition 4.9, it is easily seen that it is deci 
a single-rule program is sym 
rn to our secon 
thai there are arbi 
from [7j. 
* T 
there is Q 
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nsider decomposition of programs i
heorem 3.15, says that each bounded recursive 
o single-rule primes. e other major result is on t 
e start out wit 
From a co 
de~orn~os~t~o~s. S 
point of view, factorizations are am 
ram Qi such that 
each single-rule program P, e exist symmetric 
c-Q;- l QT(L?)c P” for each 
ObviousI!, D c Q; 
exists an assignmen 
fro 
(34) 
It can be show 
(r”, , 7 0 o-’ 0 Ii), . . . , (I$, ‘p 0 (35) 
erivation for f from D. [Indeed, applying 7 0 8-l to both sides 
8-” Tj(H(YS)) 
(35) is a 
D), i.e., (33) 
e first major rtsult of the section. 
nonprime program is factorizable into single-rule primes. 
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Clearly, 
i (1 s i s m), Inhere exist symmetric programs 
. 0 Q P!,,)“( D), by repeate 
;;)k, 0 l l ’ Q Pta, Q l l l 0 
;, 0 l l * Q CYW), by w 
empotency of datalo 
rty 3.9 and the fact that 
= F’(D), by the idempotency of datalog mappin 
Pw=(P;;;o..*QP;;;(l~.**oP”,,n** OP~&J~. a& program in the &compo.. 
is symmetric, and so single-rule (by the defin of symmetry) and prime 
(by Theorem 4.5). El 
Note the above factorization is effectively obtained if the integer n st‘ch that 
P” = P” is. 
le 3.14 and the fact that single-body programs are bounded, we obtain 
the following. 
If a program is nonrecursive or single-body, then it is eflktivelyjhctoriz- 
able in to J d::~hule primes. 
n whether each nonprime program has a factorization even in the 
single-rule programs. For a counterexample, one has t 
program that can be decomposed indefinitely but cannot be factored. For a positive 
answer, a measure is needed which decreases from a program to t^ne component 
programs in a decomposition. Either way, it seems very important tzs understand 
the structure ol” the set o!’ programs (or prime programs) logicah;/ weaker tha 
given program. 
We now turn to the uniqueness of factorization. Since datalog 
idempotent, the uniqueness of factorizations has to exclude edj 
datalog mappings. Also, the union of CQ 
factorizations. (Using Theorem 4.5, it ca 
ence one canno 
s are 
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ases 
e follswing revlt on 
/ 
I 
is s inir,g wit 
re is 
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. 
uppose a Y) alre Y 
ng B,-factorization base. 
et PO be a pmgra 
alence) mivjmal, mmetric, and rct~erse-con raining 
I 
f. Supgose 9, aEd Sp, are minimal, symmetric, and reverse-cant 
factori ases. TSen each program in 9, v Sp, is reverse-~o~tai~i~~ 
for e;tch P = (r} i there exists a one-to-orae assi 
at J-@;‘{ c$( l3i r ))) z erty 3. 
(r))) = P”(8,( 
Let Q be a fix :d program in Y, u .Yz and 8 = oQ. For each program 
P”\ (r))) = 8 0 &“( P”( t?,( B(r)))), by Lemma 4.8 
Thus, 
or each i (I s i 6 2), suppose 
imality Of Yi, 
the m~n~rna~~ty of 9: ..I Mewe P = P’. 
9 in 6s,. Ey symmetry, eat 
in this paper we studied three themes: (61) the decompodion ofdatalog programs, 
rime components in sue decompositivs, and (c) 
s. results are proven in a co ctive manner, and are 
into strongiy connected components, and 
both linear and bounded recursive programs are decomposab;e into one-de pso- 
grams; 
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ant for each i (I 
de rr in P and assignment 7 such that T( ,(x1, x1)) is not in 
e-to-one (over (x, , x2, x3}). 
= (r} is a nonredund;nt ram such that PI- a n 
~nred~~~da~t program Q = (r) such that PI--- and occurs in 
nonredundant program Q = (r} and assignment 7 such that 
there exist three distinct constants a,, a2, a3 and an 
nt our next claim, we shAl have ne 
0632~~ in a corn 
ected in r and y 
’ The algorithm, when given a datalog program Q, outputs a nonredundant datalsg program P wch 
that P= Q. 
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each pair of variables occwring in B(r) are connected in r. A program P is connected 
if each rule in P is connected. The next claim is: 
r)). In particular, T( H(rj)) is not in 
and (2) is verified. 
Consider (3). Suppose Q = {r} is a nonredundant program such that Pk- Q and 
Rj occurs in H(r). Let H(r) = R,(z, 9 z3). By (2), z z3. Let ct be a one-to-one 
assignment. Let cy be the assignment defined for eat ariable z occurring in r by 
a&) if z=z,, 
cu(z) = a(xJ) if z = z3, 
Then cr(H(a)) = o( H(rj))- Since Q is nonredundant, Rj( Z1, z3) is not in B(r). By 
the definition of a and the fact that o is one-to-one, a( Ri( u, v)) tt Rj(u(X,), a(~,)) 
zl, 23)). Clearly, a( B( rj)) contai 
stants a(~,), 0(x2), cr(xJ except Rjfu(x,), u(x3)). Hence, a( 
y Lemma 3.10, r I- rj, and (3) is verified. 
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e shall have need o 
e ~~a~~ is verified. 
continue the proof for (51, suppose 
PI--b. By (2) and (r} being nonre 
connected in F. [Otherwise, suppose z1 and z2 are not connected in K 
pty subsets BE and .& of 
occurring in Q2 occurs in 
mappings do not introduce ne 
ected. Let B = B(r) - B. Then no variable occurring in 
Clearly, I$- r. Consider the teverse i 
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variable x occurring in r) 
(u(x) = 
I 
0(x,) if x occurs in B, 
T(X) if x occurs in B. 
Thena(B(r))=~(fr) 
if&= {I-). By Lemma 3.110, rt- ro9 so 
Let Qj=(Pi-{P))Y{ro}* By 
PT+p* 0 .o P”, is also a decomposition o 
which are not connected in Qi than in 
number of times, a decomposition is u 
connected. Thus (5) is verified. 
Consider (6). For the first part, assume I$ occurs in the heads of rules in Pi for 
each j (lsjsn). By (3), Pj!--{r, ,..., } = P, contradicting the fact t 
decomposition is nontrivial. Thus the st part of the observation i
second part, assume some consecutive ki are equal, say k, = k2. Let Q, = P, u Pz. 
= kl + 1 mod n. By the first art, there is no 
Rk occurs in its head. Hence, Q,I% P-{rk Thus, Q,bL I? By Lemma 4.10, 
decomposition. By the argument just given, the decom 
s contradicts the assumption that Py 0 l l l 0 P”, is a shotiest non- 
trivial decomposition. A similar argument applies if ki = kj+, for some j > 1. 
(6) is verified. 
Let k,,, = km + 1 mod n, and 
er greater than the number of variables 
in each rule in (A.2) 
We now specify a database D with dom( D) = {i IO s i s 2(m + 1)s). For notat 
simplicity, we make the following conventions. Let a and b be elemen 
) such that a < b. Consider the 4n facts R,(a, a), R&b, b), &(a, b), 
a), R,(b, b), R,(a, b) and R,(b, a). The pair (a, b) is said to be 
cts are in D, 1 missing if all 4n facts but R, (a, b) are in L?, . . . , 
4n facts but R, (a, b) are in D. 
be the database (see Fig. A.l), where 
(i) each pair in the following set is complete: 
((0,1),(0,2),(j,j+3), (k, k+l)lj is odd,O<js2(m+l)s-3, 
k is even, O<ks2(m+l)s-2); 
the following set is ki-missinp for each integer i (1 s i g m + 1): 
{(k, k+l),(j,j+2)12(i-l)s+l~k~2is, k is odd, 
Js-lSjS2is-2,j is even}. 
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It is easily observed that the right-side is contained in the left-side. Assume the 
reverse containment does not hold. Then there is a fact in the left-side which is not 
in the right-side. Let 
be a shortest P”-derivation such that ~i(H(ri)) is in P”( 
is i-missing, G i G n}). Then ri is in P and ~i(H(ri)) is not in ~#S(ri)) By (l), 
7=j is one-to-one on {x, , x2, x,}. By the minimality of (A.4), neither R,( ?-i(q), T&)) 
nor R2(r~(-q), 7:(x3)) is in Du{~~(W(r~))~l SjC I}. Hence 7#!3(r;))5iZ Du 
s j < E), which contradicts (A.4) being a derivation. Therefore (A.3) is 
verified. 
We now show that 
TW)- contains no fact involving constants Xs + 
Indeed, assume that (A.5) is fake. Let 
r-derivation such that 
constants Hs+l. Let 7J 
ax2s-H or tBa2s+l. 
(ii) involves 
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Furthermore, Rk, ( a, 
F”(D) - 6). By (A.3), 
such that 2s < CC 
Since P” = P”, 0 l l *oPy, Rk, (a,b) is in 
az-4s or ba4s. 
, there exist distinct constants tdl , a2, a3 a 
From the structure of D and the minimality of (A.@, it then follows that at least 
one of a,, a2, a,, say a,, satis es a1 =z 2s. By (A.2), there are at most s - 1 coz@nts 
occurring in 7,(B(r,*)), say a,, . . . 9 aI (1 es). en a,<4s for each i(lGiSZ). 
distinct constants c and d, we say c is I-adjacent to d if 
form Rj(d, c) or R,(c, d) for some j; and (i-k l)-adjacerst, -where i is a 
positive integer, if there is a constant e such that c is l-adjacent to e and e is 
i-adjacent o d. Note that c can be both i-adjacent and j-adjacent to d for i f j. Let 
dis(d, c) = min{ j 1 c is j-adjacent to d ). By induction, it is easily verified that for 
each integer i, c s 2s + 2i if dis( c, a,) s i. By (S), rp is connected. It obviously follows 
that dis(a,, a,) =S i for each i (2 s i 6 1). Hence, ai s 2s + 21~ 4s for eat 
In particular, a c 4s and b < 4s, contradicting (AS). Thus, (AS) is 
Using induction on (AS), it can be verified that f,, - exh f (1 s i 5 zp1), 
p:Om 
l l 0 Py( D) - D contains no fact which involves constants 22rs + 1. In par- 
titular, P”, 0 9 l . 0 y(D) - D contains no fact which 
contradicting (A.3). Thus, Pz, 0 l 9 l 0 Py cannot be a 
proof is complete. 0 
involves constants 22~78s + 1, 
decomposition of and the 
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